ASESMENT OF STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS FOR
BRIDGE INSPECTION: CASE STUDY
B. WÓJCIK 1, M. ŻARSKI 2
Despite the progress in digitization of civil engineering, the process of bridge inspection is still outdated. In most
cases, its documentation consists of notes, sketches and photos. This results in significant data loss during structure
maintenance and can even lead to critical failures. As a solution to this problem, many researchers see the use of
modern technologies that are gaining popularity in civil engineering. Namely Building Information Modelling
(BIM), 3D reconstruction and Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, despite their work, no particular solution was
implemented. In this article, we evaluated the applicability of state-of-the-art methods based on a case study. We
have considered each step starting from data acquisition and ending on BIM model enrichment. Additionally, the
comparison of deep learning crack semantic segmentation algorithm with human inspector was performed.
Authors believe that this kind of work is crucial for further advancements in the field of bridge maintenance.
Keywords: building information modelling, 3D reconstruction, photogrammetry, artificial intelligence, bridge
inspection
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1 INTRODUCTION
On 14 August 2018 Morandi Bridge collapsed, 43 people died. Investigation showed that the main
reason for bridge failure was corrosion of the steel cables contained in concrete stays. Defect was
already diagnosed and repairs were scheduled, but they did not come in time [1]. This tragic event
clearly shows the importance of bridge maintenance and early defect detection.
This need for better bridge management systems is in stark contrast to the fact that to this day
inspection documentation consists of sketches, drawings and digital photographs. This means that
inspection as a whole is liable to significant loss of information. This has been demonstrated by Phares
et al., as their study shows that bridge inspectors can omit serious structural defects in their notes. In
case of photographic documentation further lacks were found, as more than 60% of inspectors did
not take photos of the cracks on bottom surface of bridge superstructure and as much as 96% omitted
spalling of the wings [2]. Additionally, this is not only crucial for structure safety, as according to
Kong and Frangopoulos preventing minor defects from developing into major ones can reduce costs
up to 65% [3]. This underlines the importance of maintenance tools in the aspect of lean construction
and sustainability in infrastructure engineering.
On the other hand, in recent years Building Information Modelling became more popular in the bridge
industry. Literature review performed by Costin et al. shows that work on implementing this
technology applies to all aspects of transport infrastructure, including maintenance [4]. The taxonomy
and comparison of different dimensionality Bridge Management System models was presented by
Bień [5], in his work he foresaw wider application of 3D models for this task. Additionally, one of
the reasons to develop BIM comes from significant data loss with traditional paper based methods
during transitions between project phases, design – construction – maintenance, which in return yield
additional costs [6].
Costin et al. pointed out the 3D reconstruction as one of the most important technologies used in
infrastructure construction [4]. The aspect of using 3D reconstruction in general civil engineering
applications has been broadly described in the literature review performed by Wang and Kim. It
shows that as much as 48% of researchers use 3D reconstruction techniques to reconstruct the
geometric or semantic model of a structure. It is also worth to stress out that semantic enrichment of
BIM models has been identified as one of the directions of future work [7]. Additionally, there are
various examples of defect detection and quantification that uses 3D reconstruction for concrete and
steel elements [8]–[12].
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Another important factor in context of visual inspection would be Artificial Intelligence, as the use
of AI algorithms can also be widely recognized in the field of civil engineering. It was used before
for both design [13] and infrastructure maintenance [14], in the form of Artificial Neural Networks
and with spatially aware Convolutional Neural Networks for more recent maintenance applications.
Good example would be defect detection with laser scanning [15] and image recognition [16].
Additionally, there are some examples of automatic crack detection. Li et al. proposed modified active
contour model and greedy search-based support vector machine for recognition and evaluation of
bridge cracks [17]. Cha, Choi and Büyüköztürk approach include the use of Convolutional Neural
Networks for image recognition and classification [18]. That is not the only one example of CNNs
use, Mei, Gül and Azim as well as Dung and Anh or Yang et al. utilised Fully Convolutional Networks
in order to quickly semantically segment large-scale images [19]–[21].
The technologies mentioned above were integrated in a project called Semantic Enrichment Engine
for Bridges, SeeBridge for short, that focused on bridge inspections [22]. The result of which have
been described in several articles. Sacks et al. described Information Delivery Manual and Model
View Definition for bridge inspection process with complacence to IFC4 Add 2 schema [23]. As an
extension of this work, Hüthwohl et al. proposed a way of integrating information about defects of
reinforced concrete bridges into BIM models [24]. Which lead to development of AI algorithms for
detecting healthy concrete surfaces [25] and classification of unhealthy ones with 83.5% accuracy
[26]. However, SeeBridge is not an isolated case, other researchers have also worked on the subject.
For example Shim et al. proposed integration of Digital Twining into maintenance process [27] and
Isailović et al. described multiview-classification method for detection of spalling defects, with more
than 70% accuracy [28].
In this paper we are going to evaluate the applicability of these state-of-the-art methods proposed for
bridge inspection.

2 EVALUATED SOLUTION
The ability to capture object geometry and appearance using 3D reconstruction in combination with
BIM technology and AI presents the possibility for redefining bridge inspection. This could address
the previous stated problem of data loss, that affects current approach.
Nowadays, bridge inspections are mainly performed on site by inspectors themselves. However, the
inspections can be virtual, i.e. performed on computer screen rather than in the field. Additionally,
inspectors could be backed by Machine Learning algorithms in defect detection, or even completely
replaced.
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In scenario like that, inspectors would not have to be present on site. Data can be acquired and
processed by specialized employees or companies, then provided for inspection in the form of
enriched BIM model. After that these models would be inspected in a virtual environment. The results
of this virtually preformed inspection would be stored back in the BIM model and available for further
processing (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Evaluated solution diagram

Inspection process like that would not only improve data exchange, but also relieve inspectors from
tedious and dangerous parts of their work, while increasing their productivity by allowing them to
focus only on ensuring structure safety. Moreover, storing data in open format like IFC would also
be beneficial in terms of data preserving, sharing and management. IFC models can be kept on central
as well as local servers, and can contain results from multiple inspections, thus allowing for recording
defect propagation. Also, if needed these models could be easily shared to consult with experts.

3 METHODOLGY
Although textured models were already used by Hüthwohl and Brilakis for inspection purposes [25],
these models were created directly from meshes captured by 3D reconstruction. This approach is
highly impractical, because it would mean that for every inspection new model should be created.
Instead it would be better to enrich existing as-built BIM models to as-is state, since they contain
more information than visible structure geometry.
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As for automatic defect detection, it should be stressed out that there are considerable drawbacks that
prevent wide practical application of AI that have to be researched. These drawbacks include
problems like lack of trained models and datasets published along with research papers – problems
addressed already in [29] or significant demand of computing power for both training and inferencing
with the use of AI algorithms [30].
To assess the applicability of these methods, an inspection of sample bridge element was performed
in the form of a case study, with two major purposes. First one is illustrative - by presenting an
extensive description of each step we want to provide information to anyone interested in deploying
this kind of solution. Second one is evaluative - by assessing the possibility of each of the step’s usage
in practical application. For the purpose of assessing various approaches we also check current stateof-the art methods from the most current fields of active research, like Machine Learning.

Fig. 2 Inspected bridge pier

Fig. 3 Width measurement on crack featured on test case pillar
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For the test case one of the supports of a multi-span prestressed box girder bridge was selected. The
pier itself consists of foundation slab and two columns with pedestals for bearings (Fig. 2). The main
reason behind case selection was the fact that the surfaces of these columns were extensively cracked.
The presence of so many cracks would require an assessment of the technical condition of this
column, which in turn would involve an inventory of the defects. This would not be possible in normal
inspection.
Additionally, the cracks present on the surface of this test case (as depicted in Fig. 3) were mostly of
width below 0.2 mm. While observable with naked eye, they would prove to be tedious in manual
detection. Furthermore, such thin defects would serve as additional challenges for both
photogrammetry and AI methods employed in the article.
We hope that performing this case study will reveal problems that could be researched in future and
provide a base of knowledge in the latest inspection methods for current researchers to further develop
them. We also deeply believe that our work will inspire more focus on the evolution of practically
used inspection methods in order to facilitate the work of the infrastructure inspectors.

4 CASE STUDY
4.1 ASSEMBLED BIM MODEL

Fig. 4 Created BIM model of the support with visible column reinforcement

The as-built BIM model of the selected pier was assembled according to IFC schema (Fig. 4). The
whole substructure was modelled as IfcElementAssembly. Each element like slab (IfcSlab) or column
(IfcColumn) was aggregated into this assembly using IfcRelAgregates and connected with each other
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with help of IfcRelConnectsElements relation. Additionally, each concrete element aggregates
IfcElementAssembly, which contains all of the reinforcement bars in the form of IfcReinforcingBar
objects. This ensured that correct spatial dependencies were in place.

4.2 DATA ACQUISITION
Photos of column surfaces were taken with 12.3 MPix DSLR (Sony Alpha 500) from approximately
20-30 cm in order to capture thin defects on the pillar. They were taken from ground level and the
camera axis was kept perpendicular to captured surfaces. The overlap of the horizontal rows and
vertical columns was 80% and 60% respectively. Camera was equipped with Ø55 18-55 mm f/3.55.6 lens, with parameters fixed throughout data acquisition process:
-

focal length: 35 mm,

-

shutter speed: 1/40,

-

f-stop: f/18,

-

light sensitivity: ISO 200.

Fig. 5 Created sparse (left) and dense point cloud (right)

Whole data set contained 969 images, that covered over 11 square meters of column surface. It was
captured by one person in 1 hour and 40 minutes. On this dataset sparse and dense reconstruction was
performed, resulting in nearly 585 thousand points in form of sparse and over 61 million points in
form of dense cloud (Fig. 5).
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4.3 DATA PROCESSING AND EMBEDDING INTO IFC FILE
Although raw dense point clouds could be used for inspection purposes, Krijnen and Beetz showed
that the current IFC schema needs to be extended to store point clouds with additional data like point
colour [31]. However, alternatively to raw point clouds, information about appearance can be
embedded into the BIM model in the form of textured triangular meshes [24]. Texturing in computer
graphics is a technique that uses images (textures) or mathematical functions (procedural textures) to
represent the appearance of a 3D object surface. This approach is well known in computer graphics
and the photogrammetry pipeline was already used by game developers to reliably and fast create
immersive game assets [32]. In this case texture would be created for simplified mesh reconstructed
in surface reconstruction step. Nonetheless, having geometry from the BIM model it is possible to
texture column representation itself. Although, to use a photogrammetric model to texture as-built
BIM geometry we have to align the point cloud to the BIM element coordination system.
The process of alignment is presented in Fig. 6 and was done with help of open source Point Cloud
Library [33] that is written in C++.

Fig. 6 Point cloud alignment

The alignment itself is done with well-known Iterative Closest Point algorithm. ICP can minimize
difference between two point clouds and is often used for point cloud registration. Nevertheless, it is
sensitive to initial position of input cloud relative to target cloud, the best solution is to manually
define initial transformation and refine it with ICP. In this case, the final transformation can be
calculated according to Eq. (4.1).
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final
ICP
initial
transformation ൩ = transformation൩ transformation൩
matrix
matrix
matrix

ICP estimated transformation with fitness score of 4.81 × 10-5, which translates to Root-Mean-Square
Error of 6.93 mm. Also, it has to be stressed out, that without a survey benchmark the present solution
found by ICP would be ambiguous.
Additionally, before running ICP some pre-processing had to be done. This process can be broken
down into two separate tasks that produce inputs for transformation matrix estimation.
First of all, element of interest geometry has to be extracted from the IFC file and converted into point
cloud. This could be done with Poisson Disk Sampling that can produce random evenly distributed
points on mesh surfaces. These points are spaced no closer than required distance and at the same
time are packed as tight as possible. The resulting point cloud reassembles real data better.
Secondly, due to a fact that created from acquired data dense point cloud consists of too many points
to be processed efficiently and it has to be downsampled. We have decided to use two filters for this
task. First voxel grid filter reduced point count and then pass through filter removed unwanted
regions.

Fig. 7 Texturing column mesh extracted from BIM model

As mentioned before, knowing transformation of point cloud and having geometry from BIM model
it is possible to texture column representation itself (Fig. 7). This enabled us to create texture with
resolution of 10 pixels per mm. Texture was then manually cleaned but this was done for visualization
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reasons only and has no impact on further processing. Texture acquired this way can be embedded
into the BIM model. In IFC schema textures can be modelled using one of IfcSurfaceTexture
subclasses:
-

IfcImageTexture,

-

IfcPixelTexture,

-

IfcBlopTexture.

Fig. 8 Texture image and UV map mapped to IFC classes

Fig. 9 Texture data visualization

For this particular case, IfcImageTexture was chosen as using an external image has no impact on
IFC file size. Also, it can be easily replaced by a new one once it is linked. Additionally, to apply 2D
image texture onto 3D objects some transformations have to be defined. These transformations take
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the form of texture maps that define the way textures wrap around objects. Process of creating maps
is called texture mapping or UV mapping, and takes its name form a coordination system that is
commonly used for textures. The way of embedding, both texture and texture map, into IFC file is
shown in Fig. 8. Whereas, visualization of textured model is depicted in Fig. 9.

4.4 MANUAL SURFACE INSPECTION
Having information about surface appearance already embedded into the BIM model, a custom
application for visual inspection was developed in C# programming language. Application would
load the IFC model, then present the texture of selected faces for the user as an image. On this image
defects are detected and defined manually (Fig. 10). This was achieved with help of xBIM toolkit
[34] and Emgu CV [35] libraries. The xBIM provides tools for creating, reading, editing and viewing
BIM models defined according to the IFC schema. Whereas Emgu CV is C# wrapper for popular
computer vision library OpenCV, and was used for image presentation and manual defect geometry
definition.

Fig. 10 Manual defects detection and annotation
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4.5 COMPARISON WITH AI SURFACE INSPECTION
To assess the possibility to replace human inspectors with AI based algorithms for defect detection,
the results of manual inspection were compared with state-of-the-art AI algorithm, DeepCrack [29].
This deep learning algorithm was developed for semantic segmentation of concrete surfaces with
visible crack defects that obtained an Accuracy metric of above 97% noted in the research paper.
For the purpose of comparison, texture of heavily cracked concrete surfaces earlier inspected
manually were fed to the DeepCrack framework for automatic AI annotation. At this point however,
the first major limitation of AI approach was noted – it was unable to process such large images
without exceeding 25 GB of VRAM memory – an amount that could be found more commonly in
specialized workstations for video processing and rendering. For this reason, before annotation, each
texture had to be divided to up to 600 of image crops and then stitched back together after defect
recognition. It was also found out that the computations were extremely resource heavy and the
framework required a powerful GPU unit by default. Those however are scarce in governmental
infrastructure management departments. Furthermore, in order for the algorithm to be able to detect
any cracks on the featured surfaces, the threshold value of certainty of defect detection had to be set
to as low as 6% (15/255), while with only two classes, the default certainty threshold would be 50%.
The results of DeepCrack annotation, as compared to manual crack detection, are presented in the
Table 1 below in the number of annotated pixels.
Table 1 Confusion matrix for DeepCrack framework
Predicted Background

Predicted Crack

Actual Background

3357223533 (TN)

60662463 (FP)

Actual Crack

23843766 (FN)

1750338 (TP)
3443480100 (TOT)

Sum of pixels

Considering the confusion matrix, DeepCrack metrics were calculated using Eq. (4.2) – (4.5) and
listed in the Table 2.

(4.2)

Accuracy=

(4.3)

Precision=

TP+TN

T
TP

TP+FP
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(4.5)
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TP
TP+FN

Balanced Accuracy=

Precision+Recall
2

Table 2 Metrics of DeepCrack framework measured on featured test case
Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Balanced accuracy

0.975

0.028

0.068

0.048

Fig. 11 Original image (top left), cracks detected in manual inspection (top right), DeepCrack cracks
indications (bottom left) and comparison between human and AI (bottom right)

While DeepCrack accuracy is seemingly excellent, because of high class imbalance (much higher
negative class count), this metric alone can be misleading. It does not consider class count or impact
of practical classification results in given task. It should be stressed out that false negative
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classification can be especially dangerous in the task of infrastructure maintenance, where it has a
major impact on infrastructure management cost or safety. Moreover, as seen in Precision and Recall
metrics, DeepCrack framework does not handle both false negative and false positive classification
well yielding Balanced Accuracy of just below 5%. For better illustration of the algorithm’s
performance, comparison of AI to manual annotation is depicted in the Fig. 11. In the comparison
part of the image red colour stands for false negative, yellow for false positive and green for true
positive DeepCrack predictions.
In the Fig. 11 it is clearly visible that DeepCrack framework classifies nearly all of the surface
irregularities as cracks, without consideration of their shape. It is also apparent that it does not
recognize most of the thin cracks featured in the texture and the algorithm’s output consists mostly
of false positive classification like concrete pores.
In conclusion, despite CNNs ability to generalize knowledge across vast datasets, these methods still
have to overcome substantial drawbacks that render them mostly useless in practical applications,
where the exact conditions of the dataset used for its training are not met.

4.6 DEFECT MODELLING
Hüthwohl et al. already described defect modelling according to IFC schema [24]. Each defect is
modelled as IfcSurfaceFature objects with corresponding to its type IfcPropertySet. And defects of
the same type are then aggregated into IfcElementAssembly that is a part of any subclass of
IfcBuildingElement. The same way as previously described reinforcement.
However, they proposed defect representation in simplified form of textured mesh created from defect
bounding box. It has to be noted that this kind of representation would be misleading in real life
scenarios as defects could overlap and therefore one representation could contain multiple defects at
once. Alternatively the texture of this mesh could be masked to include only pixels classified as defect
or even more complex geometry could be created to represent only the area of the defect itself, but
that would solve the problem only partially.
Yet another solution would be to use explicit geometry instead of textured mesh. For example, cracks
as linear defect could be modelled using IfcPolyline class. This would not only solve the problem
with overlapping defect representations but also provide detailed information about defect shape.
Moreover, this precise description could be used for further structure assessment. This approach also
highlights the advantages of manual inspection, as output is in the form of polylines. Whereas there
is no AI algorithm capable of extraction crack polyline representation yet.
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4.7 RESULTS
Presented case study shows that the evaluated solution is partially viable. We were able to acquire
data with consumer grade DSLR that enabled us to create and embed surface texture with a density
of 10 pixels per mm. That was more than enough to perform visual inspection of said surface.
However, state-of-the-art AI performed poorly in crack segmentation and cracks had to be detected
manually. Apart from that we were able to embed all detected cracks into the BIM model (Fig. 12).
The most encouraging fact is how accurate and fast the whole process was. Data, that was collected
in less than two hours by inexperienced personnel, produced high quality results that can be inspected
in mere minutes.

Fig. 12 Result of visual inspection, model with all visible cracks detected on scanned surface

5 DISCUSSION
It has to be noted that manual data acquisition is labour intensive and sometimes close to impossible.
This could change with usage of UAVs as it should become faster and more reliable. In addition,
there is a lot of potential in automation of this process and some may even consider the possibility of
making it fully autonomous. Phung et al. described an algorithm for planning and optimisation of
UAV path for surface inspection [36]. González-Sieira et al. presented a motion planning algorithm
for UAV autonomous navigation and proved that when employing it, quality dense point clouds could
be acquired [37].
Still, the ultimate goal of fully automatic infrastructure bridge inspection is ahead. As seen in the
results of comparison between current state-of-the-art AI approach and human abilities, it was found
out that precise, automatic crack detection is not yet obtainable. It may require training detectors on
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datasets with finer defects and using AI algorithms utilizing more complex microarchitectures like in
the work of Augustauskas [38] or using methods employing other imaging spectra in conjunction
with AI [39]. Nonetheless it should be considered with the actual hardware possibilities of
governmental units performing inspections. Also, the sole task of dataset building, often considered
as tedious and non-scientific is crucial to developing accurate AI algorithms that would be useful in
practical applications. Although it had already been done in different fields (eg. self-driving cars), in
Civil Engineering it lags behind other industries. Lastly, datasets currently available seem to be built
with the aim of obtaining high accuracies in research papers only.
Further steps of automatic inspection would include measuring of the defects dimensions like its
length and width. Work on methods of obtaining such features is already ongoing, an example of
which is the paper of Wang et al. who presented a new means of pavement crack width measurement
based on Laplace’s Equation [40]. It also makes an attempt on extracting defects geometry, basing
on skeletonization and point clustering algorithms. This kind of framework paired with working
detection algorithms could provide all information needed to embed this type of defects into the BIM
model. Having this in mind, it should be pointed out that further automation of the inspection process
would only be possible after perfection of detection step mentioned earlier. It is also worth noting
that while crack detection is extensively researched, other defects are underrepresented in the research
papers and in order to develop complex, automated systems, holistic approach to defects should be
employed.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we evaluated the applicability of the state-of-the-art methods for bridge inspections,
because despite research that are already done, they are not yet implemented in real life scenarios. In
order to have meaningful insight into that matter, a broad case study was performed and analysed
according to the described solution. The following conclusions, regarding each used method, can be
drawn from this study.
Currently used IFC schema is capable of describing complex bridge geometry with spatial and nonspatial dependencies, model defect information and geometry. Additionally, to some extent it is
possible to enrich this kind of models with data captured by 3D reconstruction, in the form of textured
meshes. This is the only way of including appearance information. However, it has to be noted that
no currently available IFC viewer supports textured models. For purposes of this study custom WPF
viewer application had to be developed on top of xBIM viewer. Moreover, this was not the only
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custom application developed for the purpose of IFC file interaction. Such lack of out-of-the-box
software underlines the need for IFC-based tools in the process.
The photogrammetric pipeline used was more than suitable for the task at hand. We have not
encountered any problems regarding sparse/dense reconstruction or texturing. The model was
reconstructed properly despite the fact, that the plain concrete surface at first glance seems to be
completely featureless. Moreover, achieved texture resolution enabled us to perform visual inspection
and detect cracks less than 0.2 mm thick. That would not be possible during normal inspection with
currently used tools. However, labour intensity of data acquisition has to be noted, making it
impractical without the help of UAVs.
Lastly, application of Artificial Intelligence should be considered as the biggest disappointment of
this case study. State-of-the-art deep learning model for crack detection and image semantic
segmentation DeepCrack, was not able to achieve even acceptable results, let alone perform on a
human-like level.
In the end we were able to perform intended inspection, however noting current limitations, further
work can be planned. In order to reap all of the benefits from existing technology and incorporate it
to the infrastructure inspections, there is still work to be done. First of all, while still developing, BIM
technology has to make up with vision-based 3D reconstruction techniques. It is especially apparent
in current IFC viewer software that requires additional tinkering to be able to display textured models
or even in IFC schema to store and view point clouds. At the same time, unlike commercial products,
the IFC file standard is managed by a non-profit foundation, so its update may be delayed
As for the use of photogrammetry in infrastructure inspections, we believe that this technique
deserves a broader introduction to the field. It showed great potential in the test case and confirmed
our conviction that it would allow for affordable 3D point cloud acquisition, especially when paired
with UAVs. It could also significantly increase the efficiency of bridge inspector’s work.
The last part of test case – use of AI algorithms directs our attention to the development of reliable
AI models to be used for infrastructure inspection. It should be stressed out, that despite the
impressive results obtained by Machine Learning in the research papers, these methods are still in
their infancy and are not yet adaptable in practical applications. It therefore remains as an active
research field for the future work.
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OCENA NAJNOWOCZEŚNIEJSZYCH METOD STOSOWANYCH DO INSPEKCJI MOSTÓW:
STUDIUM PRZYPADKU
Słowa kluczowe: modelowanie informacji o budowli, rekonstrukcja 3D, fotogrametria, sztuczna inteligencja,
inspekcja obiektów mostowych
Pomimo postępu w cyfryzacji budownictwa, proces inspekcji mostów jest nadal przestarzały. W większości przypadków
jego dokumentacja składa się z notatek, szkiców i zdjęć. Powoduje to znaczną utratę danych podczas fazy utrzymania
konstrukcji, a nawet może prowadzić do awarii. Wielu badaczy jako rozwiązanie tego problemu upatruje w wykorzystaniu
nowoczesnych technologii, które zyskują na popularności w inżynierii lądowej. Technologii takich jak modelowanie
informacji o budynku (BIM), rekonstrukcja 3D i sztuczna inteligencja (AI). Jednak pomimo wykonanej do tej pory pracy
nie zaimplementowano żadnego konkretnego rozwiązania.
W tym artykule oceniliśmy przydatność tych najnowocześniejszych metod na podstawie studium przypadku.
Rozważaliśmy każdy krok począwszy od pozyskania danych, a skończywszy na wzbogaceniu modelu BIM. Ponadto
przeprowadzono porównanie algorytmu segmentacji semantycznej pęknięć w uczeniu głębokim z ludzkim inspektorem.
Uważamy, że tego rodzaju prace są kluczowe dla dalszych postępów w utrzymaniu mostów.
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